MACHINE ACCESSORIES

Automatic Plate Feeder

A.P.F

IDEAL FOR:
- HIGH-VOLUME PLATE PRODUCTION
- BOOSTING MARKING PRODUCTIVITY

GET MORE FROM YOUR ENGRAVER
Accessory designed for use with the Gravograph M40 Deep Vice and IS400 rotary engravers to accommodate high-volume, high-precision and heavy-duty marking needs.

MORE SPEED AND SIMPLICITY
Engrave a stack of plates in one quick and straightforward operation. Simply attach the A.P.F in the engraver vice and plug the cable into the I/O connector. No further intervention required.

MORE PRODUCTIVITY
Through the A.P.F's capacity to engrave series of over 300 plates in a single manoeuvre, the A.P.F will operate with either Gravograph's QuickClick or GravoStyle 5 proprietary software (Windows® compatible). Optimise your engraving job designs via our exclusive, software functionalities: duplication, serial numbering, and name-list management, etc.

MORE VERSATILITY
In standard configuration, your rotary engraver is able to mark single objects. Simply slot the A.P.F in the vice to switch to mass production mode in just a few seconds. Compatible with a full range of Gravograph accessories, including the High Frequency Spindle for extra power on light-milling applications and the chip collector to ensure a clean working environment.

The GRAVOGRAPH A.P.F - Giving you MORE
Gravograph IS400 APF for:
- High-volume production capacity,
- Heavy-duty, high-precision engraving and light-milling,
- Powered by advanced, industrial-standard software,
- With exclusive functionalities to boost marking productivity.

Gravograph M40 Deep Vice APF for:
- A compact, affordable solution for multiple plate engraving needs,
- High-precision engraving,
- A choice of engraving software,
- User-friendly, optimised software functionalities,
- Within the reach of every user.

APF Dimensions:
- 555 x 180 x 239 mm

Net weight:
- 6.05 kg

Maximum working speed:
- 110 mm/sec

Sound characteristics:
- Off load < 60 dB (A)
- Nominal engraving < 69 dB (A)
- Nominal engraving peak < 89 (C)

Plate characteristics:
- Plate size:
  - from 20 x 10 mm to 120 x 100 mm
- Plate thickness:
  - from 0.5 mm to 3.2 mm
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